The Association between Emotional Expressiveness Style and Addiction Potential in Male High School Students
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Objectives: Adolescents are the most vulnerable group of the society when it comes to risky behaviors. As a consequence of their volatile behavior during adolescence they are more likely to behave in ways that threatens their ongoing physical and psychological health and their future. The current study was designed to examine the association between the emotional expressiveness style and addiction potential among male high school students.

Methods: A cross-sectional study was conducted on 180 male high school students that had been selected through multi-stage random sampling from Karaj city’s at-risk high schools. The research tools consisted of: a) the researcher-made demographic questionnaire, b) addiction potential scale, c) emotional expressiveness questionnaire. Pearson’s correlation coefficient and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) were used for data analyzing.

Results: Based on the results, emotional expressiveness and its components were negatively and significantly associated with addiction: ‘expression of positive emotion’ (p=0.001), ‘expression of negative emotion’ (p=0.001), and ‘expression of intimacy’ (p=0.001). ‘Expression of positive emotion’ plays a more significant role in predicting addiction potential. Addiction potential was significantly associated with familial economic status (p=0.024).

Discussion: On the whole, our results underscore the significance of emotions and emotional expressiveness in predicting addiction potential in adolescents. Therefore, it is essential to educate adolescents during their schooling years to prevent this phenomenon.
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Introduction
Nowadays, opiate substance abuse and addiction has become one of the most common psychiatry-related disorders in the world (1). It has turned into a political crisis that threatens the health, well-being, political and economic stability and social structure of different countries around the globe (2). Adolescents are the most vulnerable group of the society when it comes to risky behaviors. As a consequence of their volatile behavior during adolescence they are more likely to behave in ways that threatens their ongoing physical and psychological health and their future. Studies have shown that most risky behaviors such as cigarette smoking, alcohol and opiate abuse begin in the years preceding the age of 18 (3). In Iran, we are also facing this dilemma, where opiate abuse and addiction have started to begin in adolescent years.
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There is shocking evidence of the spread of addiction among students particularly high school students, which necessitates adoption of serious measures in this field (4). Among the most outstanding characteristics of adolescence are ‘sensation seeking’ and expression of emotions (5). Researchers define sensation-seeking as a trait that seeks diverse, new, complex and intense experiences and adventures, and a desire to take physical, social, legal and financial risks for the sake of the experiences themselves (5, 6). An emotionally capable individual can face life’s challenges easier (7). Those who are capable of emotionally expressing themselves are more successful in dealing with negative experiences and adapt better to their environment as compared to those who are unable to understand and express emotional states (8, 9). Some freely express their emotions without being afraid of the consequences, some are conservative in expressing their emotional states, others review distressing emotions in their minds, some are expressers and others are non-expressers but at the same time may be in conflict with their style of expressiveness (10, 11).

Researchers observed that those who scored higher on the Zuckerman sensation-seeking scale exhibited more severe signs of opiate abuse such as psychological disorder and abuse of more than one illicit drug as opposed to those who scored lower (5, 6). Researchers and Psychologists believe that negative emotions like aggressiveness are the root cause of many psychological and behavioral problems in adolescents. If exhibited, these behaviors may cause interpersonal problems and lead to crimes and offenses against others; on the other hand, if suppressed they may create different types of physical and mental problems (12, 13). According to researches, negative emotions like aggression during adolescence can pave the way for delinquency, conduct disorder, maladjustment in school and addiction during youth (14). Some researchers define emotional expressivity (EE) as ‘the outward display of emotion, irrespective of its value (positive or negative) or manner (facial, verbal or behavioral)’ (15). Some researchers believe that there is an association between EE and neuroticism and the distress (inability to communicate) indicators (7, 16). Research studies have shown that refraining from emotional expression may preserve or raise the psychological trauma following exposure to a stressful event (17). According to Freud and his colleague’s ‘trauma theory’ experiencing severe anxiety in a traumatic situation in which this negative emotion cannot be outpoured will predispose the individual to neuroticism (17). Scientists believe that the verbal expression of traumatic experiences facilitates the coping process and describe emotional disclosure as ‘cognitive spring-cleaning’ (18, 19). King et al have described three constructs for EE: ‘expression of positive emotion’, ‘expression of negative emotion’, and ‘expression of intimacy’ (7). It is through emotion regulation that individuals are able to perceive the behavioral outcomes of themselves, their families and their peers (20). It goes without saying that opiate substance abuse during adolescence is associated with various problems such as low academic success, precocious and high-risk sexual activity, weak interpersonal relations, criminal behavior, addiction and marital problems in adulthood (21). A look at the growing statistics of opiate addiction and particularly its spread among adolescents indicates that the young generation has fallen prey to addiction, instead of actively participating in the constructive development of the community for the future. Hence, a deep investigation into the predisposing factors of addiction seems warranted. Although many studies have dealt with the prediction of addiction’s predisposing factors, to our knowledge, no study has focused on the association between the EE style and addiction potential. Hence, the objective of this study was to determine the association between EE and its components (i.e. ‘expression of positive emotion’, ‘expression of negative emotion’, and ‘expression of intimacy’) and addiction potential. By identifying the determinant factors affecting addiction potential in adolescents, the results of this study may help prevent addiction and other psychological disorders associated with it and eventually improve the national mental status.

**Methods**

The statistical population of this cross-sectional study consisted of all 14-18 year-old male students in Karaj city’s public high schools active in the second half of the academic year ‘2013-2014’. They were selected from Karaj city’s four educational districts and by multistage random sampling. Stratified sampling was done in the first stage. The schools were classified into different urban districts and levels; the first-year students of the academic year ‘2013-2014’ comprised 50% of the entire population and the remaining levels i.e. second-year,
third-year and pre-academic year comprised respectively 17%, 16% and 17% of the entire population. So the aforementioned unequal percentages were calculated as follows: 90 first-year students, 30 second-year students, 30 third-year students and 30 pre-academic year students. The second stage of sampling was conducted through multistage random cluster sampling. The clusters were considered for each district, then the schools, the grades and finally the students. Students were selected randomly. The Cochrane formula was used to calculate sample size and so 180 out of 1000 14-18 year-old male students from Karaj city’s public high schools were chosen. The research project began after it was approved by the University’s Research & Ethics Committee. Stratified sampling was chosen to select samples from all high school levels. Then, multistage cluster sampling was done from educational districts, followed by cluster sampling of various high schools. Three at-risk high schools were randomly chosen from each district. Then, students from all four levels i.e. first, second, third and pre-academic grades were randomly selected; keeping in mind the numbers of classes (the classes were numbered as odd and even). So finally, we had students who had been randomly selected from all four levels/grades in our sample. The research tools used in this research included three questionnaires: The demographic questionnaire was a researcher-made questionnaire that contained several demographic questions on the following: age, academic grade, parents’ level of education, father’s occupation, familial economic status and number of family members, Addiction Potential Scale (APS): Weed & Butcher created this scale and Zargar (2006) standardized it in Iran (22, 23). This scale has 36 items, and an additional 5 lie-detecting items. Each item is scored using an agreement scale ranging from ‘0’ (completely disagree) to ‘3’ (completely agree). A score of 21 or higher indicates the person has addiction potential. The scale’s Cronbach’s alpha has been estimated at 0.90, which is desirable (23). In our study this figure was estimated at 0.86. Emotional Expressiveness Questionnaire (EEQ): This questionnaire was designed by King and Emmons to evaluate EE and its facets (7). It has three subscales and 16 questions. Its subscales are: expression of positive emotion (EPE), expression of intimacy (EI) and expression of negative emotion (ENE). Items 1 to 7 belong to the EPE subscale, items 8-12 belong to the EI subscale and items 13 to 16 belong to the ENE subscale. A Likert scale is used for the scoring system where ‘completely agree’ has 5 and ‘completely disagree’ has 0 scores. However, items 7, 8 & 9 have inverse scoring because of the negative direction of emotion expression. Based on this scoring system the respondent can score somewhere between 16 and 80 in the overall scale. S/he can score from 7 to 35 in the EPE subscale, 5 to 25 in the EI subscale, and 4-20 in the ENE subscale. A higher score indicates greater EE. Rafineya et al examined the scale’s reliability and estimated Cronbach’s alpha at 68%, 65%, 59% and 68% for the overall scale, and the EPE, EI and ENE subscales respectively (17).

Data analysis: The gathered data have been analyzed by descriptive and inferential statistics. Mean and standard deviation (SD) have been used to describe the data. Pearson’s correlation coefficient was used to examine the association between variables and multivariate analysis of variance (MANOVA) was used to determine the predictable variance of the dependent variable through the independent variable. SPSS software (Version 18) was used to perform these analyses. A p<0.01 was considered as significant.

Results

Considering the data analysis, the descriptive statistics such as percentage and frequency were used to describe the data (table 1).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Father’s occupation</th>
<th>Familial economic status</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>14</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>16</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Frequency</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Percent</td>
<td>33.2%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
<td>16.7%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The participants’ age ranged from 14-18 years, with a mean of 15.66. Table (2) shows the means and standard deviations of the variables along with correlation coefficients predictive of addiction potential.
Table 2. Correlation matrix of research variable

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Addiction potential</th>
<th>Emotional expressiveness</th>
<th>Expression of positive emotion</th>
<th>Expression of negative emotion</th>
<th>Expression of intimacy</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>SD</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Addiction potential</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>26.67</td>
<td>18.42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Emotional expressiveness</td>
<td>-0.79</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>45.94</td>
<td>18.69</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of positive emotion</td>
<td>-0.77</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>19.80</td>
<td>9.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of negative emotion</td>
<td>-0.73</td>
<td>0.91</td>
<td>0.85</td>
<td>1</td>
<td></td>
<td>12.54</td>
<td>5.24</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of intimacy</td>
<td>-0.58</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.56</td>
<td>0.57</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>13.63</td>
<td>6.06</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to table (2) the following correlations existed between addiction potential and EE, EPE, ENE, and EI, respectively: -0.79, -0.77, -0.73, and -0.58, which were all significant at a 0.01 level. These results indicate that there are significant negative associations between EE, EPE, ENE and EI and addiction potential, meaning an increase in the aforementioned variables decreases the participants’ addiction potential.

Based on table (3), after 3 stages and entering the EE variable into the regression model, the fourth stage in which the EPE, ENE and EI variables were entered showed that these variables could significantly predict addiction potential at a rate greater than 0.64.

Table 3. Regression model, variance analysis, statistical indices of addiction potential on emotional expressiveness style

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Predictive variable</th>
<th>df</th>
<th>sig</th>
<th>f</th>
<th>r</th>
<th>r²</th>
<th>beta</th>
<th>Estimation Error</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Step 1</td>
<td>EPE</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>271.99</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.60</td>
<td>-0.777</td>
<td>11.621</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 2</td>
<td>EPE</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>144</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.62</td>
<td>-0.568</td>
<td>11.410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ENE</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.245</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.515</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Step 3</td>
<td>ENE</td>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.001</td>
<td>106</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>-0.181</td>
<td>11.071</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>EI</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>-0.192</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table (4) illustrates the multivariate regression coefficients of addiction potential on the basis of EPE, ENE and EI variables. All three variables can significantly predict the addiction potential variable.

Table 4. Regression coefficients of emotional expressiveness style on addiction potential

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>B</th>
<th>Standard error</th>
<th>beta</th>
<th>t</th>
<th>sig</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Constant</td>
<td>61.812</td>
<td>2.33</td>
<td></td>
<td>26.527</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of positive emotion</td>
<td>-0.969</td>
<td>0.165</td>
<td>-0.515</td>
<td>-5.886</td>
<td>0.001</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of negative emotion</td>
<td>-0.636</td>
<td>0.310</td>
<td>-0.181</td>
<td>-2.052</td>
<td>0.042</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Expression of intimacy</td>
<td>-0.585</td>
<td>0.169</td>
<td>-0.192</td>
<td>-3.466</td>
<td>0.011</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Discussion

This study was conducted to investigate the role of emotional expressiveness in predicting addiction potential. Pearson’s correlation coefficient showed that high EE was associated with low addiction potential and low EE was associated with high addiction potential. Moreover, inverse relationships were found to exist between addiction potential and the subscales of ‘expression of positive emotion’, ‘expression of negative emotion’, and ‘expression of intimacy’. Expression of positive emotions like admiration, love, and talking to others about emotions related to stressful events allows the individual to gather information about the event and how to effectively cope with it and to organize one’s thoughts (24). Moreover, some researchers believe that openly expressing emotions gives certain information to others and draws answers in return. This phenomenon shapes the individual’s social ties in a way that directly affects his personal health and satisfaction of interaction and adaptation with stressful and threatening events such as opiate substance abuse (25). According to Stanton et al coping with stressful events through EE is an indicator of gaining social support. This social support acts a shield against stressful events and
helps one appropriately adapt oneself to stressful situations. On the other hand, not expressing negative emotions like anger and aggression can also lay the foundation for high-risk behavior. According to the aggression hypothesis, a person becomes frustrated and angry and aggressive if he fails as a result of familial or social issues. In our culture, frustrated and aggressive behavior—particularly with parents—is considered impolite and inappropriate. Hence, in order to overcome their emotions and reach inner calm such individuals turn to sedative drugs and opiate substances (26). Heidari et al showed that controlling emotions and a desire to refrain from expressing them led to adolescents’ inappropriate behavior in unpleasant situations; when faced with risk factors they could not exhibit suitable adaptation (27). Therefore, the current findings indicate that those adolescents who can easily express their emotions and have higher EE gain social support and their peers’ support by creating appropriate social ties. This in turn leads to their increased adaptation to stressful events and effective coping against risk factors and reduces their addiction potential.

Some research findings are consistent with our findings, and some others are not. Murray et al believe that outpouring and expression of positive as well as negative emotions such as anger, crying, and shouting are stressful events which occur to reduce the risk-related stress (28). Bonanno and Keltner believe that the continuous and prolonged expression of negative emotions such as anger and sorrow decrease an individual’s capability in facing stressful events (25). Although the expression of negative emotions seems undesirable, but one must remember that not expressing them may be associated with more undesirable consequences. For example anger not only is the most fervent but it is the most dangerous emotion too, that can destroy whatever comes in its way. However, anger can be a fruitful emotion too. It can enhance a person’s control, and increase perseverance to resist again threatening conditions effectively (5). It seems that adolescents who freely express their positive and negative emotions act better when faced with risk factors that encourage opiate substance abuse, which lowers their addiction potential. Foa et al were of the opinion that EI (expressing intimacy) reduced the intensity of physiological stability and setting following prolonged exposure to threatening stimulants, and acted as a potential moderator of EE’s therapeutic effects. This way, EI is followed by a reduction of negative emotions and physiological stability derived from a threatening and stressful situation (29).

Conclusion

In conclusion, we may say that adolescents’ style of emotional expressivity can play a significant role in their addiction potential. Apparently, the more adolescents express their emotions more effectively, the more can they adapt themselves to undesirable and challenging situations; this prevents them from being drawn to the risks of opiate substance abuse. Based on our results, emotional expressivity is an important factor in predicting addiction potential among Iranian adolescents. It appears that Iranian adolescents have little chance to outpour their emotions and face multiple barriers in expressing their emotions and feelings. Subsequently, they turn to techniques with which they can emotionally express themselves, one of which is opiate substance abuse, which explains why those of our subjects who had lower EE were more prone to addiction.
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